
Workplace COVID 19 Readiness -  Cleaning Protocols

Daily Weekly Monthly

DIMEO

- Routine cleaning of frequently touched surface: door handles, lift push 
buttons, and washroom facilities

- Kitchen standard clean - exterior of cupboards & bench wipe over, mop of 
floor, sink and tap wipe down, microwave, toaster and other small electrical 
appliances,fridge exterior wipe

- Collection of all rubbish

- Glass spot cleaning – Window panels, meeting room partitions and glass 
doors

- Spot vacuum

- Spot clean all workstation & private booth surfaces

- Spot clean furniture 

- Full vacuum cleaning including  hard floors and 
carpet

- Desk wipe and dusting

- General dusting of surfaces: shelves, window sills, 
skirtings

- Clean and clear out of kitchen fridge

Flexispace

- Main Entry Door Open during Business Hours (managed by Flexispace 
Concierge) reducing members contact/touch points

- All Members, Guests, Flexispace Staff to utilise Hand Sanitiser on arrival

- 3 x Daily perform routine disinfection (Glen 20 + 60% ethanol based 
sanitiser)  of frequently touched common surfaces: all door handles, main 
door, water tap  & surfaces (and document)

-3 x Daily perform routine disinfection (Glen 20 + 60% ethanol based 
sanitiser) of  Communal Desk, Coffee & Tea station, Printer/Scanner Touch 
Screen, and Kitchen appliances exterior  

- After each Meeting Room use perform disinfection of all surfaces - Meeting 
Room Tables , Chairs  and Door Handles

- Deep cleaning of coffee machine & microwave

- Clean and disinfect wipe high touch surfaces

- Full clear out of kitchen fridge

- Clean kitchen cabinets & drawers

Members

Entry into Flexispace Protocol

- Temperature Check via contactless device (Flexispace to document 
Member/Guest + Time + Temperature)

- Utilise Hand Sanitiser upon entry

- Personal accountality for wiping down own monitors / personal belongings  
with provided disposable wipes 

- Frequently wash hands for at least 20 seconds with soap and water or by 
using an alcohol-based hand sanitiser

- Ensure physical distancing maintained within Flexispace keeping a 
minimum of 1.5 metres between people

FAQs
How long can the virus survive on surfaces? The New England Journal of Medicine just published a study that tested how long the virus can remain stable on different kinds of surfaces within a controlled 
laboratory setting. They found that it was still detectable on copper for up to four hours, on cardboard for up to 24 hours, and on plastic and steel for up to 72 hours.


